Credits: director/writer, Robert J. Emery.
Cast: Marlene Lustik, Paul Vincent, Paul Ecenia, Nancy Whitmore.
Summary: Horror film set in contemporary Florida. When Karl Lustik (Kleinholz) was 8 years old, he witnessed the murder of his invalid mother by his alcoholic father. Now, as an adult, his mind refuses to accept the fact that his mother is dead and is haunted by increasingly bloody and violent nightmares. Karl’s sister Anna (Lustik) worries about his fantasy world. She knows that Karl’s refusal to part with his mother’s wheelchair and his infatuation with department store mannequins is abnormal. But she doesn’t know that he has begun to think one of the mannequins is his mother. Karl’s nightmares lead eventually to murder and suicide. The Vietnam connection is provided by a Vietnam vet biker (Vincent) that Karl meets and introduces to his sister.

“My brother has bad dreams” Psychotronic 13 (1992?), p. 47.